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Through the late Quaternary, the global climate system ranged from full glacial to temperate interglacial
conditions. On a smaller spatial scale, regional climates of the late Quaternary exhibited fluctuations that were at
times asynchronous to these global changes. For example, glacier expansion in the Himalayas during the mid-
Holocene appears to be at odds with the notion of increased global temperature. A clear understanding of the
dynamical processes governing regional climate is therefore essential to the correct interpretation of proxy
climate data. We summarize results from numerical simulations of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and the
mid-Holocene, and focus on the multiple processes that control regional climate of the Himalaya and surrounding
areas, with emphasis on monsoon dynamics and variability. It is shown that changes in the south Asian monsoon
(caused by fluctuations in Earth’s orbital parameters, by tropical Pacific Ocean temperatures, or by exposure of
the Sunda shelf) alter the hydrological balance in regions bordering the Tibetan Plateau, a balance for which there
are extensive continental proxy records. Numerical results correlate with the expansion/contraction cycles of
deserts near the Chinese Loess Plateau. In addition, the LGM monsoon exhibits significant snow accumulation in
the eastern Himalaya, whereas the mid-Holocene monsoon exhibits increased accumulation in the northwestern
Himalaya. Simulated changes are therefore in accord with field data and demonstrate that numerical simulations
can be a useful tool in the interpretation of regional proxy data, particularly when those data are asynchronous to
global records.
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The late Quaternary is a time period upon which many
modelling studies have focused because of the wealth of
proxy data available from a variety of sources such as
corals (Guildersonet al.1994), pore fluids (Schraget al.
1996), ground water (Stuteet al. 1995), ice cores
(Thompsonet al. 1995), pollen (e.g. Colinvauxet al.
1996), paleolimnology (e.g. Kuzminet al.1997), loess/
paleosol sequences (e.g. Rutter 1992; Dinget al.1999),
lake sediments (e.g. Lamoureuxet al. 2001; Colmanet
al. 1995), and terrestrial vegetation (e.g. Prentice &
Webb 1998; MacDonaldet al.2000). These data can be
used to estimate past climatic conditions, but they can
also be used to verify results from numerical simula-
tions of paleoclimate. Such model-data intercompari-
sons are necessary in order to determine the
verisimilitude of numerical calculations (e.g. Broccoli
& Marciniak 1996; Prenticeet al. 1998; Pinotet al.
1999; Mahowaldet al. 1999; Braconnotet al. 2000;
Bushet al.2002; Kageyamaet al.2001). The advantage
of general circulation model (GCM) simulations,
however, is that model results may be diagnosed in
order to understand the atmospheric dynamics under-
lying regional climate change, and they can also be used
to determine the sensitivity of climate to proposed
changes in surface boundary conditions such as sea
surface temperature (SST; Keshavamurty 1982; Rind &
Peteet 1985; Bush 2001a).

The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), in particular, has
received an enormous amount of attention from the
modelling community because of the radical difference
between its climate and that of today. Initial modelling

attempts were able to determine the climatic impact of
LGM continental ice, atmospheric CO2 and surface
albedo (e.g. Manabe & Hahn 1977; Manabe & Broccoli
1985; Broccoli & Manabe 1987). Subsequent studies
demonstrated that the dynamics of a glacial atmosphere
are significantly different from those of today, particu-
larly in the northern hemisphere storm tracks (e.g. Hall
et al.1996). Recently, a variety of coupled atmosphere–
ocean GCMs have been applied to the LGM in order to
determine the ocean’s role in maintaining, and perhaps
evolving, the glacial climate (Weaveret al.1998; Bush
& Philander 1999; Kitohet al. 2001).

Similarly, the mid-Holocene has been a focus for the
modelling community because it represents a time
during which the surface boundary conditions were
comparable to today’s, but the incoming solar radiation
was quite different given the Earth’s orbital configura-
tion at the time (Berger 1992; Berger & Loutre 1991).
Simulations of the mid-Holocene therefore represent
relatively clean experiments from which the direct
relationship between solar forcing, climate and atmos-
phere–ocean dynamics may be quantified (e.g. Kutz-
bach & Otto-Bleisner 1982; Kutzbach & Guetter 1986;
Prell & Kutzbach 1992; Otto-Bleisner 1999; Bush
1999).

The LGM and the mid-Holocene are therefore a focus
for the numerical experiments to be presented here. The
sections to follow describe simulation results as they
pertain to the climate and hydrology over Asia at the
LGM and during the mid-Holocene, and what implica-
tions these results may have for glaciation and drainage.
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While our primary focus is on Asian climate, results
from the tropics are also described because of the
atmospheric teleconnections that link the tropical
Pacific with the Asian monsoon. Some details of the
numerical models used for the simulations are given
first, followed by a summary and discussion of the
results.

Numerical models

Full details of the atmospheric GCM may be found in
Gordon & Stern (1982). Particular configurations that
were used in the Holocene and LGM simulations are
outlined here. The global model is spectral in the
horizontal with rhomboidal truncation at wavenumber
30, which translates into an equivalent spatial resolution
of 3.75° in longitude by 2.25° in latitude at the equator.
There are 14 unevenly spaced levels in the vertical, with
higher vertical resolution in the planetary boundary
layer (lower kilometer) and near the tropopause. Clouds
are predicted according to the scheme outlined in
Wetherald & Manabe (1988). Land surface albedo
values are specified to reflect existing vegetation (or
lack thereof) but may be changed during the course of
an integration by the presence of snow.

In the atmosphere-only simulations, monthly mean
SST is specified and interpolated to daily values during
the course of the integration. For modern SST, values
are specified using data from Levitus (1982). In the
coupled atmosphere–ocean simulations, the ocean
model is the one developed at the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory in Princeton, NJ (Pacanowskiet
al. 1991) with a spatial resolution of 3.62° in longitude
by 2° in latitude. There are 15 levels in the vertical with
higher vertical resolution in the upper ocean. Sea ice is
predicted according to the thermodynamic formulation
of Fanning & Weaver (1996) and includes brine
rejection. The albedo of sea ice is specified depending
on ice thickness and surface temperature, with higher
values for thicker ice under a colder atmosphere.

In the coupled model simulations, the atmospheric
and oceanic models interact dynamically and thermo-
dynamically and pass required boundary condition
information at 1-day intervals. Boundary conditions
required by the atmosphere model are daily mean SST,
surface current velocities and sea ice extent. Boundary
conditions required by the ocean model are daily mean
vector wind stress, net heat flux, net freshwater flux, net
shortwave radiation and sea ice extent. The ocean is
initially at rest with temperature and salinity fields
specified from modern observational data (Levitus
1982). Given the time required to integrate the coupled
model, results to be presented are from decadal time-
scale simulations and focus only on the surface–ocean
and the atmosphere–ocean dynamics that change SST
and surface currents. It would be desirable to continue
the simulations further in order to study changes in the

deep ocean circulation, but this is at present beyond the
scope of these studies.

In the mid-Holocene simulations, atmospheric CO2 is
fixed at 300 ppm and modern values of topography, sea
level and land surface albedo are imposed. In the early
Holocene simulations, remnants of the Laurentide Ice
Sheet are taken into account by specifying a higher
albedo over the area covered by ice, and by modifying
surface topography according to the reconstructions by
Peltier (1994).

In the LGM simulation, atmospheric CO2 is fixed at
200 ppm. LGM ice sheet albedo and topography are
imposed where necessary (Peltier 1994), and continen-
tal boundaries are set assuming a 120 m drop in sea
level (Fairbanks 1989). LGM land surface albedo is
specified according to CLIMAP (1981) reconstructions.

In all simulations, seasonal solar insolation is com-
puted using appropriate values for obliquity, eccentri-
city and longitude of perihelion (Berger 1992; Berger &
Loutre 1991). Simulations were performed for today’s
configuration and the results from these control runs are
referred to as the present-day climate. Unless otherwise
noted, results shown are from the coupled model
simulations.

Simulated Asian climate in the late
Quaternary

In the mid-Holocene simulation, annual mean surface
temperatures across northern Asia are warmer than
present and exhibit a stronger seasonal cycle (Fig. 1A,
C; the amplitude of the seasonal cycle is defined here as
the difference between the average June-July-August
temperature and the average December-January-Febru-
ary temperature). A stronger seasonal cycle in the Asian
continental interior is consistent with the more seasonal
radiative forcing associated with high obliquity and a
summertime perihelion (e.g. Kutzbach & Guetter 1986;
Kutzbach & Otto-Bleisner 1982). Across southern Asia
and tropical Africa, however, temperatures are cooler
and are related to the tropical cooling associated with a
more La Niña-like mean state in the tropical Pacific
Ocean (Bush 1999).

In the LGM simulation, annual mean temperatures
are colder everywhere (typically 6–8°C colder than
today in the Asian interior) but particularly so in the
vicinity of the Fennoscandian ice sheet (Fig. 1B). A
very large increase in the amplitude of the seasonal
cycle (Fig. 1D) is caused primarily by exceptionally
cold wintertime temperatures over Siberia. Tropical
temperatures that are�4° colder than today are also
simulated, with�7° of cooling over tropical mountains.
Some of this cooling is associated with reduced atmos-
pheric CO2 and some with reduced water vapour
content (global mean specific humidity is less than
today by approximately 10%). In addition, however,
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stronger trade winds over the Pacific Ocean increase
oceanic upwelling and decrease SST such that tempera-
tures over the western Pacific are up to 6° colder than
present (Bush & Philander 1998). These cold tempera-
tures, though regional in extent, are supported by
evidence for extensive snow line depressions over east
Africa and New Guinea (Rind & Peteet 1985; Hopeet
al. 1976) as well as by the continental data that indicate
5–6° of cooling (Guildersonet al. 1994; Stuteet al.
1995; Thompsonet al. 1995). Indeed, cooling over the
tropical continents cannot reach the degree inferred
from some of the proxy data without some regions of
the tropical oceans having SST colder than the
CLIMAP (1981) reconstructions (Rind & Peteet 1985).

Of central importance to Asia’s drainage network in
the Late Quaternary are changes in the hydrological
cycle. Changes in precipitation, evaporation, snow
accumulation and soil moisture play crucial roles in,
for example, glacier build-up and the movements of
deserts. Each of these simulated variables will be
examined in turn.

Annual mean precipitation in the mid-Holocene
simulation is much greater over the Himalaya because
of stronger summer monsoon winds that enhance
evaporation over the Arabian Sea and bring more

moisture further inland (Fig. 2A). These results are
consistent with previous GCM studies of the mid-
Holocene (e.g. Kutzbach & Street-Perrott 1985; Prell &
Kutzbach 1992) and a wealth of proxy data (see Wright
et al. 1993). The Asian interior is slightly drier than
today and simulated soil moisture is lower. These
results, obtained from the coupled atmosphere–ocean
model, are consistent with atmosphere-only experi-
ments performed using today’s SST. The slight increase
in aridity over the Asian interior during the Holocene is
therefore related to orbital forcing and not to SST
forcing.

In the LGM simulation, much of continental Asia is
drier than present, particularly downstream of the
Fennoscandian Ice Sheet (Fig. 2B). Increased precipita-
tion along the front range of the Himalaya is a result of
slight changes in the direction of the monsoon winds. In
the tropics of the LGM simulation there is strong
precipitation over Indonesia and a drying of the western
Pacific. This pattern is consistent with a shift in
convection from the western Pacific to the exposed
Sunda shelf (which connects the islands of today’s
Indonesian archipelago and which was above sea level
at the LGM). The impact of exposure/flooding of the
massive Sunda shelf is that the entire tropical circula-

Fig. 1. Annual mean temperature difference (experiment minus control) for (A) the mid-Holocene and (B) the LGM. The contour interval in
(A) is 0.5° and in (B) it is 2°C. (C) and (D) show the difference (experiment minus control) in amplitude of the seasonal cycle (i.e. the
difference in temperature between mean summer conditions (June-July-August) and mean winter conditions (December-January-February))
for the mid-Holocene and the LGM, respectively. The contour interval in (C) is 1° and in (D) it is 5°C. Note: In all panels and in all subsequent
figures the following geographic locations are marked for reference: Moscow (M), Novosibirsk (N), Yakutsk (Y), Xian (X), and Delhi (D).
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tion over the Pacific basin is affected, as is the inter-
annual variability associated with the El Nin˜o Southern
Oscillation (Bush & Fairbanks 2003). In particular,
when the shelf is exposed there is increased subsidence
and drying of the central Pacific through changes in the
mean Walker circulation and there is a lengthening of
the period of El Niño episodes.

If desert margins in the vicinity of the Chinese Loess
Plateau are taken to have a particular value of soil
moisture in the model then there is a statistically
significant advance of the desert margin toward the
southeast in the LGM simulation and a retreat toward
the northwest in the mid-Holocene simulation (Bushet
al. 2002). These numerical results agree qualitatively
with the movement of desert margins inferred from sand
content in loess deposits from the Plateau (Dinget al.
1999). From atmosphere-only integrations with modern
SST, the desert margin would likely have been even
further to the northwest at 9000 BP, since soil moisture
in the region of the Loess Plateau is greater than at 6000
BP (Fig. 3).

Simulated annual mean snow cover over Asia is, in
general, greater in the mid-Holocene than today,
particularly in the northwest Himalaya and north-
central Asia (Fig. 4A). At the LGM, there are large
increases in snow accumulation in the eastern Himalaya

and over the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet, but there is a
reduction of snow accumulation over north-central to
northeast Asia because of a rain shadow effect down-
stream from the ice sheet (Fig. 4B). The westerly mid-
latitude jet loses most of its moisture on the windward
side of the ice and so is relatively dry once it reaches the
Asian continental interior. In addition, the atmosphere is
10% drier in the LGM simulation, so large continental
landmasses tend to be more arid inland from coastal
regions.

Analysis of the changes in spatial pattern of snow
accumulation (more snow in the eastern Himalaya at the
LGM and more snow in the northwestern Himalaya
during the mid-Holocene) has shown that they are
caused by wind changes in the summer and winter south
Asian monsoon (Bush 2002). In addition, it has been
demonstrated that changes in the areal extent of snow
accumulation can feed back on the strength of the
monsoon itself (e.g. Deyet al. 1985; Bush 2000).
Simulated changes in snow accumulation (which can be
taken as a proxy for glacier expansion/contraction) are
in accord with field data from these regions for these
times (Benn & Owen 1998; Richardset al. 2000;
Phillips et al. 2000; Taylor & Mitchell 2000). The
numerical calculations therefore provide us with some

Fig. 2. Difference (experiment minus control) in annual mean
precipitation (in cm/day) over Asia (A) during the mid-Holocene and
(B) at the LGM. The contour interval in both panels is 0.05 cm/day.

Fig. 3. Simulated difference (experiment minus control) in soil
moisture at (A) 6000 BP and (B) 9000 BP. Units are centimeters of
water. The rectangular box shown in both panels denotes the region
of the modern desert margin, where the margin is taken to have soil
moisture values of 2 cm.
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insight into the spatial and temporal variability of
glacier growth in the Himalaya: changes in monsoon
wind speed and direction can alter the amount of snow
accumulation at a given location. This fact helps to
explain why glacier expansion in some regions of the
Himalaya does not necessarily correlate with northern
hemisphere ice sheet volume. Despite significant
increases in accumulation in the eastern Himalaya and
along the entire front range, accumulation is relatively
small across the western Tibetan Plateau. Simulated
changes are not uniform across the entire Tibetan
Plateau, and this fact may help explain the degree of
spatial variability observed in lake levels across the
Plateau (see Lehmkuhl & Haselein 2000). Colder
temperatures across central Asia are conducive to the
expansion of glaciers in the Altai (e.g. Lehmkuhl &
Lang 2001) and Ural (e.g. Astakhov 1997) mountains,
although only in the latter region is there a significant
increase in simulated snow accumulation.

Simulated precipitation changes are caused by
differences in the zones of convergence and divergence

generated by changes in the atmospheric general
circulation. It is therefore instructive to examine how
and why the atmospheric winds were different over
Asia. The difference in annual mean winds on the
850 mb surface indicate a stronger monsoon flow in the
mid-Holocene simulation as well as stronger trade
easterlies over the western Pacific (Fig. 5A). The
stronger monsoon winds are a result of increased
pressure gradients created in the more seasonal climate,
and increased Pacific easterlies are associated with a
more La Niña-like climatology. These wind changes
correlate well with the differences in precipitation (cf.
Fig. 2). In the LGM simulation, the jet stream is
partially blocked by the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet and so
westerlies over the continental interior are weaker than
present (Fig. 5B). There is strong wind convergence and
precipitation over the Sunda shelf because the exposed
shelf is a tropical heat source that triggers convection
and precipitation.

Discussion

Atmospheric GCMs with specified SST have been

Fig. 4.Differences (experiment minus control) in annual mean snow
accumulation (contours) and surface winds (arrows) (A) during the
mid-Holocene and (B) at the LGM. Snow accumulation is given in
terms of equivalent water amount (cm) with a contour interval of
0.5 cm in (A) and 2 cm in (B). Shading has been used to highlight
positive snow accumulation differences, with darker shading
indicating higher values. Wind vectors are scaled in m/s and are
scaled as shown below each panel.

Fig. 5. Difference (experiment minus control) in the 850 mb winds
over Asia (A) during the mid-Holocene and (B) at the LGM. Winds
are not plotted where topographic height exceeds the 850 mb surface
(e.g. over the Himalaya). The units are m/s and the wind vectors in
both panels are scaled as shown below the bottom panel.
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enormously useful in gaining insight into changes in
atmospheric winds and temperatures during glacial and
interglacial periods. Coupled atmosphere–ocean GCMs
take the next step and determine how such changes in
atmospheric circulation affect the ocean and how the
coupled atmosphere–ocean dynamics are affected.
Further development of coupled GCMs continues but
they are at present sufficiently reliable for their results
to be noted by government policy decision-makers
(Grassl 2000).

We have investigated the climates in which northern
hemisphere ice sheets evolved using an atmosphere-
only GCM and a fully coupled atmosphere–ocean
GCM. The focus has been the climate over the Asian
continent, but it must be kept in mind that the climate
system is global and that regional climate can be
affected by geographically remote regions through
atmospheric and oceanic teleconnections. One region
that plays a fundamental role in maintaining global
climate is the tropical Pacific Ocean. It covers approxi-
mately one-sixth of the surface area of our planet and
semi-periodically undergoes the El Nin˜o Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) that changes regional SST by up
to 10–12°C and alters the global atmospheric general
circulation. SST in the tropical Pacific therefore
provides a fundamental boundary condition for the
atmosphere. Unfortunately, the present paucity of proxy
climate data from the tropical Pacific has left open to
debate the question of how tropical SST evolved during
the late Quaternary.

Modelling studies are therefore a means of quantify-
ing the range of possible values of tropical SST. For
example, using the atmospheric GCM it has been shown
that Pacific SST forcing can dominate orbital forcing of
the south Asian monsoon (Bush 2001a) and, since there
is a wealth of proxy data for monsoon strength, this fact
places constraints on how warm or cold the SST may
have been during the early Holocene. Nevertheless, new
data (e.g. Andruset al. 2002) and efforts to understand
the dynamics linking the amount of mid-latitude eddy
activity, the strength of the general circulation, and
tropical Pacific SST (Bush 2001b) are expected to
narrow the range of possibilities even further.

Tropical SST is linked to Asian climate primarily
through the monsoon system. In modern climate, there
is a strong correlation of weak monsoons with El Nin˜o
events and strong monsoons with La Nin˜a events (e.g.
Julian & Chervin 1978; Ropelewski & Halpert 1987,
1989). The dynamics underlying this connection, while
still unclear, would probably have operated through the
Late Quaternary, so changes in the climatological state
of the tropical Pacific are extremely important for south
Asian climate and hydrology. In simulations with the
coupled atmosphere–ocean model, which produces
slightly more La Niña-like conditions in the mid-
Holocene (consistent with Galapagos and Andean
records; Riedingeret al. 2002, Fontugneet al. 1999)
and strong La Nin˜a conditions at the LGM, a component

of the changes in monsoon strength (and the concomi-
tant changes in precipitation and snow accumulation)
can therefore be attributed to tropical SST forcing. This
point may be extrapolated further to state that within
proxy records of monsoon intensity there is a compo-
nent that is determined by tropical Pacific SST.

Overall, the major (simulated) differences in Asia’s
hydrological cycle at the LGM and during the mid-
Holocene occurred in the region surrounding the
Tibetan Plateau. While the continental interior had
some changes (i.e. drying), the magnitude is small in
comparison to the changes occurring in the vicinity of
the Himalaya. Glaciation in the Himalaya is potentially
of global importance because of the magnitude of solar
radiation that is reflected back to space by tropical
glaciers (Kuhle 1988). These simulations have therefore
provided useful constraints on expected changes in
Himalayan snow accumulation and precipitation to
studies on glacier extent, surface runoff and geomor-
phology in the Himalaya system.

In contrast to the subtropical dominance of changes
in the hydrological cycle, it is the higher latitudes that
exhibit large changes in temperature through the late
Quaternary. At the LGM over Asia, this result is a direct
consequence of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet upwind of
the continental interior. During the mid-Holocene,
warmer high-latitude temperatures are directly related
to orbital forcing. Changes of atmospheric temperature
can have substantially long-lasting impacts on the
dynamics and evolution of glaciers. Surface tempera-
ture changes can, for example, propagate into the
interior of ice by diffusion or advection, thereby altering
the ice viscosity and flow dynamics (e.g. Dahl-Jensenet
al. 1998; Wohlleben 2003). High Arctic glaciers of
Canada and Asia can therefore preserve within the ice
the signatures of past temperature anomalies. The
degree of preservation, however, depends on glacier
dynamics. For example, a relatively small glacier such
as White Glacier in the Canadian Arctic is ideal for
preserving relatively small and recent temperature
anomalies such as those associated with the Little Ice
Age (Wohlleben 2003), whereas larger ice masses (e.g.
Greenland) are ideal for recording large amplitude
events such as the LGM. Simulated temperature
anomalies over northern Asia at the LGM and during
the mid-Holocene are large enough that their signatures
should be evident in the temperature profiles of glaciers
in, for example, northwestern Siberia.

Concluding remarks and directions for future
research

Unfortunately, time slice calculations do not provide an
evolutionary picture of how the climate evolved from
one state to another. High resolution GCM simulations
that cover the entire late Quaternary are ideal but are, at
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present, beyond the scope of modern computers. For
this reason, we focused on two time slices, the LGM and
the mid-Holocene, and analyzed the ways in which the
atmosphere–ocean dynamics differed from today. How-
ever, there are many other areas to which future
research may be directed. In particular, the impact of
glacial meltwater on ocean circulation and climate has
been shown to have global significance, as best
exemplified by the Younger Dryas event (e.g. Manabe
& Stouffer 1995; Fanning & Weaver 1997; Rutteret al.
2000; Clark et al. 2001). In this scenario, North
American glacial meltwater inhibits convection in the
North Atlantic, cooling surface waters sufficiently to
lower temperatures around the world. From the Asian
continent, meltwater from the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet
discharged into the North Sea could possibly have been
large enough to create a similar effect (or to have
amplified the effect from the Laurentide meltwater). In
addition, meltwater pulses through the Aral, Caspian,
Black and Mediterranean Sea system could also have
been large enough to impact Mediterranean circulation
and outflow to the Atlantic; the volume discharges
during these events are only now being estimated (A.
Tchepalyga, pers. comm. 2000). Future modelling
studies will be necessary to determine if they were
large enough to affect global climate.
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